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Entwicklung und Einsatz von automatischen
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Development and operation of autonomous lidar
instruments for studying the middle atmosphere
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• Mobile lidar systems (11- and 8-foot 
container) of 1500 kg
• 2 kW power consumption
• 12 W laser power @ 532 nm 
wavelength
• 63 cm telescope
• 3 Rayleigh and 1 Raman detector 
channels
Technical description




• hatch to melt snow
• Insulated compartment for
electronics, laser and optics
• Temperature differences of
50 K in January 2016 in 
northern Finland


































Command and Control System
• Integration of all hardware components
• Modular design
• Communicate over sockets






Timing constraints & data flow • LRP 100 Hz 
• Light run-time 2.5 ms






































• Activate auto control
• Conditions:
 Solar elevation, rain & wind
• Handle errors:




10 Shutdown, microcontroller will 
shutdown in 220 s
11 Wait 30 min
12 initiate shutdown, turn off 
detectors and laser, shut covers
13 stop script




turn on next detector, wait for
low background
79 Run with full signal
75 cloudy
70 Very cloudy, turn off after 20 
min, check if laser running
State Startup
50 wait for solar elevation, cloud
forecast and stars
51 startup script
52 start laser within 10 min, go to 12 
on error
53 turn on flashlamp within 5 min
54 Start emission
55 Wait for temperature














May - Sep 2016, 485 h
ALIMA/SouthTRAC
Sep 2019






July 2018, 150 h







• Miniaturized Rayleigh 
backscatter lidar









• Command language incl. 
shell access
• Downlink of science data
• Successful recovery
Telemetry
ALIMA - Airborne lidar for
middle atmosphere research
• Upward-viewing Iron 
Doppler lidar
• Test campaign March 
2019
• SouthTRAC campaign
Sep-Nov 2019
• 10-105 km
• Temperature
• Vertical wind
• Iron density
• High resolution
Summary
Middle atmosphere
dynamics with lidars

